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Chapter 12

Unexpectedly, this woman turned out to be Kang Mobei's aunt. Bai nianxi was
thinking that Kang Youqin had made a sound again.

"Didn't I ask you to pour me water? Why don't you go yet? "

"Aunt Kang, I'll pour it for you." The maid bowed her head respectfully and was about
to go to the kitchen.

"Did I let you down?" Kang Youqin's sharp words turned to Bai nianxi with anger,
"you, pour water for me!"

It can be seen that kangmobei attaches great importance to Bai nianxi. If Bai nianxi
really goes, I don't know what kangmobei will do to them. The maid shivered and had
to dissuade again. Bai nianxi had already made a sound.

"Never mind. I'll go." It's just a glass of water. I just came to Kang's home. When I
first arrived, the woman in front of me was Kang Mobei's aunt. As a junior, it's normal
to pour a glass of water for the elder.

So he turned to the kitchen. After Bai nianxi left, Kang Youqin gouged out the maid
and even talked for her?

The maid shivered and kept silent.

Bai nianxi brings water and hands it to Kang Youqin, who is sitting on the sofa. Seeing
Kang Youqin's hand, he thinks it's coming to pick it up. Unexpectedly, Kang Youqin's
wrist turns, sweeps and pats, and the cup falls to the ground and breaks.

"Pick it up."

"What?"

"I'll let you pick it up." Kang Youqin said word by word.



Bai nianxi took a look at her, didn't say anything, straight bent over to pick it up.

Unexpectedly, when his hand was about to touch the broken glass, Kang Youqin
suddenly stretched out his left leg and kicked Bai nianxi's arm.

Hand slip, debris cut on the palm of Bai nianxi's hand, there is a big wound, oozing
blood.

The maid let out a sound, and then saw Kang Mobei who suddenly appeared at the
door, and suddenly cried out in panic, "Mr. Kang!"

"What is this doing?" As soon as he came back, he saw a scene of Bai nianxi wearing
a maid's dress, kneeling on the ground to pick up debris, and his hand was still
scratched?

"Xiaoxi!" Luo Luo breaks away from the hands of Kang Mo Bei and runs to Bai Nian
Xi, "Xiao Xi! How did you hurt your hand

Luo Luo's face screams in horror, and he drags Bai nianxi to his feet and pulls Bai
nianxi to the room upstairs.

Kang Youqin was shivered by Kang Mobei's roar. He didn't realize the source of Kang
Mobei's anger. He thought that he just had a bad tone as usual. He came forward
happily and explained his intention.

It turned out that there was something wrong with the weekly fund transfer of the
company under her name. She found commobei and wanted him to allocate some
money.

The anger in my heart has burned to the extreme.

"Appropriation?" Conmber's face was cold.

Kang Youqin nodded.

The answer was simple and crude. "Go away."

"Mobei!" Kang Youqin was very surprised, "you can't wait to save yourself. This is
the company your grandparents left me. It's their hard work for many years..."

"You know it's their work? Then why didn't you manage it well? " Conmobei's words
seem very heartless, "and, aunt, can you explain what just happened?"

Kang Youqin is stunned for a moment. Is Kang Mobei angry about what happened just



now? For that woman?

"You said Conmber glanced at the maid next to him and ordered in a voice.

The maid shivered and said the cause and effect, looking at Kang Mobei's face
becoming more and more black, her whole body exuded a strong sense of killing, her
knee softened unconsciously, and she knelt down on the ground.

"It's just a man with Kang's salary. What's the matter with me?" Kang Youqin is a little
angry. She's kangmobei's aunt. What can he do with her?

"She's the one I invite, not the one you can treat at will!" said conmo

The invisible murderous spirit still made Kang Youqin feel guilty and didn't take the
words.

Kang Mobei looks at Kang Youqin darkly.

"It's impossible for my aunt to ask for funds. Today, you taught me a lesson. As a
thank you, I decided to withdraw the additional investment of 50 million yuan last
month. I hope you like this gift of self-reliance."

This is a bolt from the blue for kangyouqin! This is not to make her self-reliance, just
want to let her die! Without funds, her company can only face bankruptcy!

"Mobei..."

"See off." Conmobei turned and said to the servant, "if you don't want to leave, don't
be too polite to her."

In the process of pushing and shoving, Kang Youqin is driven out of the Kang family.
Standing in front of the closed door of the Kang family, Kang Youqin is filled with
resentment.

White night? Good. She remembers her.

Luo Luo pulls Bai nianxi to the room and sits down beside the bed according to Bai
nianxi. Then he takes out a medicine box half the size of him from somewhere and sits
beside Bai nianxi. He gently picks up her injured hand and puts it on her small flesh
leg. He opens the medicine box and begins to disinfect and apply medicine step by
step.

Although Lolo is still small, the wound after dressing is very professional.After
bandaging, Luo Luo embraces Bai nianxi's arm and asks: "Xiao Xi, is it still painful?"



In fact, it doesn't hurt so much, but looking at Tuanzi's lovely face, which reveals her
worry and concern, Bai nianxi suddenly wants to be coquettish. Her mouth is shriveled
and she says: "pain ~"

Luo Luo, who is sure to eat this set, is shocked. She climbs to bed, stands beside Bai
nianxi, puts Bai nianxi's head on her shoulder, pats it gently, and coaxes her "Xiaoxi, it
doesn't hurt. It doesn't hurt."

Bai nianxi feels very warm and funny in her heart. She can't help but turn her head and
kiss Lolo's face.

Lolo eyes a bright, happy back to kiss the past, while kissing said: "a kiss forehead, a
kiss nose, face two kiss, ah, by the way, chin also want to kiss."

Two people are you Nong I Nong, the door suddenly bang was kicked open, commo
North color cold came in. "White night!"

Lolo stares at the door. What's daddy doing? It looks like he's going to trouble
Mommy?

Bai nianxi was also frightened. Why did he come to trouble her so soon? But she didn't
contradict his aunt at all?

"Lolo, get out." Commodore ordered with a cold face.

Looking at the situation is not right, Luo Luo face a horizontal, jump out of bed, stand
in front of Bai nianxi, big open hands, like an old hen to protect the chicks.

"No, you will bully Xiaoxi if you leave!"

With a big wave of his hand, kangmobei carries Luoluo out with the clothes behind
him. Luoluo struggles in the air and is finally shut out by kangmobei.

The voice of unlocking came, and conmobeir's face turned black. He dragged it
through the wardrobe beside him and blocked the door directly.

It's a three meter wide and two meter high wardrobe. It's actually under one of
commobei's hands. After making a huge noise, it's directly moved to the door!

Bai nianxi was stunned by this situation. "Kang What are you doing... "

"What for?" "Is it true that you are used to being bullied by others? Do you want to
fight and scold? It's not enough to live in Jiang's family. I want to live in kangmobei,



too! "

He grabbed the wrist of Bai nianxi's injured hand and gouged it out. "If you pour water,
you pour it. If you pick up glass, you pick it up. Don't you know how to refuse! I
picked you up to make you bullied! "

Bai nianxi swallowed his saliva and said with difficulty, "isn't she your aunt?"

"My aunt?" "You think your backers are rubbish? Well
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